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Habitat for Humanity El Salvador 
 
I visited the departments of Santa Ana and Ahuachapán in western El Salvador at the request of Habitat 
for Humanity, El Salvador (HFHES).  As a part of a broader international initiative, HFHES has 
expanded their outreach to include a more holistic set of services in addition to house building. I was 
asked by Carlos Avalos, Church Relations Coordinator, to provide feedback on the potential for 
promotion of food production in two peri-urban communities where they have built homes. 
 
The Villa Esperanza Community, several kilometers 
outside the city of Santa Ana, was built from scratch 
through a partnership with Thrivent Financial for 
Lutherans.  An initial 75 homes were built beginning 
in 2008, and another 60 are under way.  A Sustainable 
Livelihoods Program has included home-owner 
training in furniture and piñata making with a goal of 
providing income in the community where only 30% 
of adult residents report having a steady job.  A 
daycare center functions to educate children and 
support the child-care needs of working residents. 
 
Gardening activities are widespread around Villa 
Esperanza homes.  These efforts are home-owner initiated, and include mostly ornamental plants, 
though a few homeowners also include food crops such as peppers, squash, bananas, and fruit trees.  The 
lot size in Villa Esperanza clearly limits their potential for food production.   Larger plots of farm land 
surround Villa Esperanza, but belong to members of the outside community who grow corn and beans or 
coffee.  Because of these factors, expansion of food production in Villa Esperanza seems unlikely. 
Production of small livestock, such as rabbits, will be limited by a lack of available forage.  Income 
generation through small business development, such as that undertaken by the Sustainable Livelihoods 
Program, seems a much more productive avenue for this community. 
 
In the Gethsemane Community, just outside the city of Ahuachapán, 86 families organized a community 
development association in the 1990’s, years before HFHES began building homes there. Local 
residents are largely unemployed, though some work as day laborers in local coffee plantations earning 
$45 each two weeks (with only one day off).  Through a partnership with a Presbyterian church in North 
Carolina, over 50 homes have been built, and a broader community development initiative has begun 
including agriculture as well as health promotion, micro-enterprise, and other components.  Tania Meza, 
Project Manager, lives near the community and seems highly committed and visionary. 
 
Although housing lot sizes are small, many community members rent nearby land from absentee owners 
and grow corn, beans and cassava for their own consumption. Furthermore, vacant lots and surrounding 
land are overgrown with grasses and plants that could serve as forage for animals. Due to this 
combination of land resources, cohesive community organization, and existing agricultural skills, the 
potential for expanding food production, including income-generating agricultural activities seems 
relatively high.  Following are several suggestions for several such enterprises. 
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Rabbit production has begun in several households, and there is 
apparently a good market for rabbit meat in Ahuachapán.  Rabbit 
feed concentrate is available for purchase, but the price ($20 per 50 
lb bag) is quite high. Under the highest quality management it takes 
18 lbs of pelleted feed to raise rabbits to a market weight of 4 ½ lbs.  
This equates to $7.20 per rabbit, which is undoubtedly more than the 
market value of the animal.  With less-than-optimal management, 
feed costs will be even higher. At the time of my visit, rabbit feed 
was being subsidized at only half this cost.  Nevertheless, it seems 
clear that the abundant forages available in vacant lots and the 
surrounding land could make rabbit production more profitable.  
Research will need to be conducted to identify the best combination 
and quantity of local forages for rabbit health and development. 
 
Vegetable production likely holds the highest potential for 

agricultural income generation.  Vegetables in the Ahuachapán market are mostly imported from 
Guatemala.  With fertile soils and abundant rain, many of these crops (cabbage, carrots, peppers and 
cucumbers) could be grown through much of the year.  I didn’t have time to explore local water resource 
potential.  If water sources are developed on rented land it’s value will rise, and care should be taken to 
develop long-term leases or to purchase these plots before improving them.  Traditional vegetable 
species, including squash blossoms and shoots, loroco (Fernaldia pandurata) and chipilín (Crotalaria 
longirostrata) should also be encouraged, particularly for household consumption and improved 
nutrition.  Chipilín has the added benefit of building soil fertility through nitrogen fixation. 
 
During my visit, I was informed of efforts by a non-governmental organization, FUNDES, working on 
food security issues including promotion of gardening in containers.  While such approaches may be 
useful in an urban location, they seem inappropriate to the Gethsemane community. With available 
fertile land in the surrounding community, resources will be used more effectively if they are directed to 
larger scale food production outside of the small housing lots.   
 
Fruit production also seems to interest local community members.  Avocado, mango, and banana trees 
are common place, and should be encouraged by procurement and distribution of seedlings for home 
owners.  The potential for income generation from fruit trees is, however limited by the Gethsemane 
residents’ relatively small land holdings.  Because fruit trees represent a longer-term investment, 
community members are unlikely to plant them on rented land with uncertain tenure. 
 
 
Valle Nuevo/Santa Marta Documentation Project 
 
This trip represents WHRI’s third visit to this community, though our involvement grows out of an 18-
year relationship between Valle Nuevo and the Shalom Mission Communities (SMC).  I was 
accompanied by Mark Menjivar, a documentary photographer, and Stephanie Cole of WHRI.   
 
Much of our time in the community was spent visiting homes and distributing copies of interviews 
recorded in June by an SMC delegation.  The population of Santa Marta endured several massacres and 
spent most of the 1980’s as refugees in Honduras during the war between the FMLN and the 
government of El Salvador.  The process of documenting their stories clearly provides a healing, 
cathartic outlet for community members. Community elders seem adamant that the youth need to know 
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these stories in order to understand the shared 
suffering that molded them into a community.   To 
this end, SMC members have committed themselves 
to publishing a book in English and Spanish.   
 
Mark Menjivar’s photographs will help illustrate this 
book, but in addition, he plans to develop a traveling 
photo documentary that tells the Valle Nuevo story in 
cities around North America.  Our goal is to open the 
first of these exhibits in February, 2011 in Waco.  
Funds raised from this project will be used to support 
development efforts in the Valle Nuevo community. 

 
Vegetable Production 
 
WHRI efforts in Valle Nuevo/Santa Marta have focused on promoting vegetable production.  
Community elders are interested in developing income-generating activities that will provide 
employment for their sons and daughters, many of whom are now in University.  In the past year, four 
groups of 8-10 farmers each began producing radishes, cucumbers & peppers on a small scale with the 
encouragement of WHRI and support from ADES and REDES, two Salvadoran non-governmental 
organizations.   
 
In order to further support and encourage these activities, during our visit we helped organize a round 
table meeting at which members of these groups could share experiences, ideas and needs for the 
coming season.  Although rainy weather and the difficulty of communication limited the size of the 
group, those who were able to participate seemed energized and encouraged by the interchange.  We 
also met separately with a group of youth and talked about both vegetable production and WHRI’s 
internship program. 
 
These discussions strengthened our belief that vegetable production is both attractive and feasible in the 
Valle Nuevo/Santa Marta community.  One group, led by Salome Ascencio, had hoped to grow 
vegetables through the dry season with the help of a pump and holding tank funded by REDES. The 
pump never worked, but they produced an excellent crop of cucumbers in the beginning of the rainy 
season and had no trouble selling them in the local market.  A second crop planted in July did not 
produce well, and they are currently growing a small planting of scallions.  They also successfully grew 
a few cabbages, though their family members were impatient and harvested them early.   In the coming 
season, REDES has promised a bigger pump.  They have also provided training for this group, and for a 
predominantly women’s group in Santa Marta, on compost, organic insecticide and bocachi production. 
 
The women’s group which also manages several fishponds, produced a good crop of cucumbers and 
beans in the dry season in one of their ponds which doesn’t hold water.  The youth group, which also 
manages the four greenhouses, produced a good pepper crop, and are trying to organize into a formal 
organization so that they can apply for Millennium Fund support.  Their hydroponic greenhouse 
production is currently not functioning due to fungal disease problems.  Two university agronomy 
students were present for our discussion and expressed interest in organic production methods since 
most of the instruction they get in school assumes use of synthetic chemicals. 
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This first year of experimenting seems encouraging.  Not all trials have succeeded, but they are learning 
from both successes and failures.  WHRI should help them think more systematically about which 
vegetables to experiment with in which months. 
 
During the final week of my trip, I accompanied a group of Valle Nuevo/Santa Marta farmers on a field 
trip to the Department of Chalatenango.  This area, in the north-central part of El Salvador, boasts both 
the highest altitude and the most extensive vegetable production of the country.  Our intention was to 
help Valle Nuevo producers to envision what larger-scale vegetable production might look like, and to 
provide an opportunity for them to learn from their own compatriots. 
 
In the La Palma community, at 9000 ft. altitude, we 
observed extensive cabbage and tomato fields as well 
as antherium and other ornamentals.  Greenhouse 
production of these and other crops was also 
widespread. It rained on and off throughout our time 
in the highlands, and temperatures were low enough 
to need more than just a sweatshirt.  Nonetheless, I 
was impressed by the trip participants’ eagerness to 
brave the weather and take in all they could. 
 
Because water is the most significant limiting factor 
for dry-season vegetable production in Valle 
Nuevo/Santa Marta, one key lesson from the La Palma visit was their small-scale irrigation systems.  
Black ¾” polyethylene tubing ran from every spring or stream over long distances ready to provide 
water at the onset of the dry season (Dec-March).  My assumption prior to this visit was that Santa 
Marta producers would need large enough water sources to divert into canals or larger, more expensive 
piping.  These low-cost, small-scale conveyance methods might well make it economical to use more of 
the small springs we explored in Valle Nuevo/Santa Marta last March. 
 
The climate in La Palma is distinctly cooler than in Valle Nuevo/Santa Marta, and this makes it 
somewhat difficult to compare vegetable production potential between the two areas.  While my fellow 
travelers were quick to pick this up, I encouraged them to consider crops that produce well even in 
warmer climates (e.g. peppers, cucumbers, cabbage & carrots).  Having now visited all but the eastern 
departments of El Salvador, I continue to be perplexed by the fact that these crops are not grown 
extensively anywhere below 7000-9000 ft. (Valle Nuevo/Santa Marta is situated at 2000-2500 ft.)  In the 
coming year, we need to encourage our partners to test these crops throughout a broad range of seasons 
to more clearly identify their production potential. 
 

Most of the vegetable producers in the highlands use 
significant amounts of synthetic fertilizers and 
pesticides.  However, one cooperative in Las Planas 
has been producing strictly organically since the 
1990’s.  They are not able to produce tomatoes or 
onions due to pest problems.  However, we saw many 
specialty lettuce varieties, baby carrots, green onions, 
radishes, and some cabbage.  Each member brings 
their produce to a common processing facility where 
the vegetables are washed, sanitized, packaged in 
custom printed produce bags, and shipped to Wal-
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Mart in San Salvador.  Our group learned lots about compost and organic pesticides from this encounter, 
but it was also helpful to hear that to choose strictly organic production would mean their selection of 
crops would be more limited. 
 
Our final stop on the field trip was another Salvadoran NGO, CORDES, located in the city 
Chalatenango.  They have worked primarily with women in community organizing and micro-lending 
and now have some 400 groups representing 6000 women.  For the past three years they have been 
working on food security issues with funding from Oxfam and Caritas.  Their agricultural emphases 
seem a bit complex and unfocused, but include some vegetable production (radish, peppers & green 
leafy vegetables) using organic methods.  They shared some of their educational materials, and 
described a waste water filter that they use to provide irrigation for household vegetable gardens during 
the dry season.  Several of the women in our group said these filters were the most exciting thing they 
saw during the entire trip. 
 
I was struck during our field trip, and in the Santa Marta/Valle Nuevo REDES training, by how those 
promoting organic methods have uncritically accepted what appear to me as extremely complicated 
approaches to things like composting and organic pest management.  For example, a hot pepper-based 
insect spray known as “M5” is talked about everywhere.  In addition to hot peppers, M5 proponents 
insist that garlic, onions, aromatic herbs and other ingredients are critical to its efficacy.  If we hope to 
convince farmers to switch from synthetic chemicals, we need to identify ways to help them simplify 
and make the organic alternatives more cost effective. 
 
 
International Placement And WHRI Long-Term Partnership Model 
 
Another goal of this trip was to discern the possibility of David and Stephanie Cole moving to Valle 
Nuevo/Santa Marta for a year or longer assignment.  Both the Valle Nuevo Directiva and ADES seemed 
quite supportive of this possibility.  Habitat, El Salvador has two international employees and they 
described the process of obtaining residency visas as difficult, but possible if one has a local agency who 
can vouch for them.  The Directiva was not supportive of asking ADES to serve as a sponsoring agency, 
fearing that this would mean they would be drawn away to other communities.  They suggest we 
approach Habitat, El Salvador to see if they could play this role. 
 
As I reflect on our relationship with the Valle Nuevo community over the past 10 months, I do sense a 
need for a better, more consistent means of communication and accountability.  We currently relate to 
four different groups (the Directiva plus three producer groups).  Although most of them have cell 
phones, communication has been haphazard, due in part to my limited Spanish skills. Having 
international staff on location would address several of these issues.   
 
Regardless of the outcome of our discernment process with the Coles, several additional steps could 
enhance the depth of our partnership and enable us to have more impact in the community.  Bringing 
Habitat for Humanity more fully into this process (possibly involving Waco Habitat) would likely 
increase both the resources available to the community and our ability to communicate.  I also 
recommend we focus our efforts more on the group of youth group that manages the greenhouses.  This 
shift would satisfy the mandate we were given from the Directiva to work on issues which will attract 
educated young people.  Furthermore, whereas the adult producer groups are working with ADES or 
REDES assistance, the youth have operated relatively independently since ADES helped fund the 
construction of the last greenhouse in 2003. 


